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 Pescatore can help you identify what type of dieter you are so you can customize his strategies
to work best for you personally, so this is actually your diet secret. From red carpet premieres to
Television interviews, celebrities are generally under great pressure to look their best.while
enjoying delicious and satisfying food! Fred Pescatore, writer of the New York Instances
bestseller The Hamptons Diet, is posting—for the first time—the trick diet he uses with his A-list
clientele. Featuring testimonials from Dr. Dr.  With a unique dieting innovation, a lot more than
100 delicious dishes, and easy-to-adhere to meal plans,  Get red carpeting ready with the
fabulous new you! By combining the benefits of protein boosting, proteins rotation, swelling
busting, and acid-reducing alkalization, the dietary plan maximizes your capability to drop fat. In
The A-List Diet, there is no point counting, no obsessing on the scale, and no gimmicks. Just
wise swaps, simple solutions, and a brand new new look at everyday choices. The New Weight-
Loss Revolution from the Diet Doctor to the Superstars  Dr. It is possible to drop up to 15 pounds
in less than two weeks— Pescatore’s sufferers, The A-List Diet is your ultimate guidebook to
losing weight with healthy strategies and quick outcomes.The A-List Diet goes beyond Atkins,
beyond The Whole30, beyond Eat Fat, Get Thin, and way beyond Paleo.
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First 11 Days: Daily account with Benefits and drawbacks I am a size 12, 42 year aged peri-
menopausal woman – most likely the hardest time and energy to lose weight. However, I haven’t
discovered any other diet plans that are less costly than this. I didn’t experience head aches or
hunger pains but was tired, really tired. I read about this diet in First Magazine. But, this year,
things transformed. I diligently stayed below 20g of net carbs a time with a calorie consumption
between 500 and 1000 calories and, following a month, the scale barely budged. Actually? Why
would wellness books now become politicized? I've completed detoxes and cleanses before in
the past and have under no circumstances experienced such horrible head aches and weakness
throughout. Pescatore’s book through the article in First magazine. Although I came across the
claim of “drop 57 lbs by Memorial Day” utterly ridiculous, I’d be thrilled at a result at only 15% -
20% of that. So, I bought the Kindle edition (hard cover was not yet obtainable) and figured I’d
give it a go.Reading the book:Even though I actually am a lay person, I do like to understand the
“why” behind the achieve this I actually enjoyed studying the features of the various proteins and
amino acids. Personally i think like I am ingesting mountains of pills each morning but they
appear to be working where the regular Atkins diet failed me. So, I readied myself for Stage 1 –
Detox. Here are some new answers inside our weight loss struggles. However, when researching
his additional books fell right into a bizarre group of sales videos which were disturbing and also
politically provocative.Ordering the Product:When I visited the web site, all items I purchased
were in stock.didn't actually try it. My favorites are Ginseng, Peppermint, Tea Pigs Licorice-
Peppermint and Ginger-TumericGood Luck. Mine didn’t get to time for my first week of Detox so
I went with my normal multi-vitamin which seemed good.Dealing with customer support is
HORRIBLE. In my own confirmation email, I was informed I would receive a tracking # once the
items shipped (all had been in stock so I anticipated them to ship immediately). Days later on, I
heard nothing so I inquired. Then i received an email notifying me that DetoxLogic (which
showed in share when I ordered) was back ordered for 20 days. What? I was likely to begin my
detox in 2 days so I emailed them back asking them to cancel my purchase. I was told that the
purchase had processed and could not really be cancelled. Two even more emails back to them
informing them I had not been notified of the shipping delay at the time of payment no longer
need that. After a week of drinking herbal tea, my beloved espresso today tasted awful. It had
been eventually cancelled but no-one told me until I called back a 4th time and energy to try to
get issues settled. Of course you will lose weight if you can basically not eat for weekly.95),
Reg’Active Liver and Health ($37.50), Bulk Supplements DMG ($22.95) and Nature Made
Tumeric Supplements ($9. For me, having less wine and espresso in my life was terrifying..
Costly – Yes (and you could probably cut that in two with a few swaps, specifically the multi-vits).
I have always struggled with my excess weight due to both genetics (the women on my father’s
side are morbidly obese, type 1 diabetics) and life style (we travel a whole lot and who can go for
a 12 hour flight without wine or say no to pasta in Italy or croissants in France?Right here’s how
it proceeded to go:My biggest fear was not the liquid fast (although 3 days did sound long)
because I usually don’t eat quite a bit and often practice intermittent fasting (waiting around
16-18 hours between meals). If you are someone who has to eat every 4 hours, this may not be
the diet plan for you.62 for 60) on Amazon and got a Detox dietary supplement through my
supermarket. I would have liked to have seen suggestions for how I possibly could duplicate the
outcomes using less expensive alternatives.2. On Day 4, you are allowed eggs.). The problem
started that night. I experienced awful muscle mass pains in my spine, pelvic region and thighs. I
eagerly poured my first cup of coffee and – ugh. Doctor Uses Questionable Product sales Tactics
I bought the book and found it thin in detail. It was okay when I was standing but excruciating



when I sat or lay out. I really was not able to work out as I normally do during Stage 1. The
discomfort continued through Day 3 when I broke down and required 3 Excedrin Migraine and,
poof, all was better. Below are a few takeaways and our results:-Me, 30 - began at around 145
pounds - I work out 4-5 times a week and was attempting to consume healthy but just could not
seem to lose weight. This is my initial foray into bone broth, which I purchased grass-fed,
organic in the freezer portion of Central Market. That said, I did give the diet portion of the book
a go. Day 2 was very similar. Highly recommend. On Day time 5, my energy acquired returned –
so much that I hosted a celebration for 25 people at my house. Again, I was surprised to check
out the clock and see it was 7 pm and it hadn’t occurred if you ask me to eat at all so, despite
not being extremely hungry, I had half an avocado and 2 even more eggs. I purchased a weekly
pill container with 3 compartments (AM, Noon and PM) and doled out my health supplements a
week in advance.5 lbs.Week 2:To state that We was excited to make contact with a few of my
“regular” routine including coffee and vegetables is an understatement. The pain was so very
bad, I couldn’t sleep at all that night. Never heard a phrase back. Then, I turned my attention to
configuring the different shots and protein shakes. Seems hard to adhere to pretty much fasting
so of course you’d loose pounds so . Probably not great when you have a big demonstration at
the job or are getting into finals at college. The Cuisinart CPK-17 ($77. Incidentally, they flavor
AWFUL. But that hardly ever happened. A big drawback to it is the extremely high cost of the
health supplements that go along with it. Granted, I can’t recall more than enough of the details
to pass a test but the science made plenty of sense if you ask me to try out the program.This
diet definitely takes some patience plus some effort nonetheless it works much better than any
other diet I have tried so I’ll stick to it.Here are the items I would suggest if you are considering
this program:1. If you are somebody who needs to eat regularly or are terrified of the idea of
fasting, perhaps you should try a week of intermittent fasting or the 5:2 diet before venturing
upon this fast. Again, I really didn’t get starving at all but I've a history of intermittent fasting. So,
day 1, I drank drinking water and herbal tea throughout the day and was surprised to find I was
ok, except for some exhaustion. I have been following the arrange for 1 week and have dropped
4. I’m shocked that Dr. Not ideal for me. The pure number of health supplements is confusing.
By the finish of week 1, I was down a total of 11. Same with the AM and PM pictures that i pre-
mixed and placed into snack sized Ziploc bags.4. Pescatore hasn’t packaged the AM and PM
shots in pre-portioned shots – seems like a no-brainer to add to his list of supplements.86 on
Amazon) was a life saver for me personally. This electric kettle allows you to boil water at
different temperature ranges for various kinds of tea leaves.5. At this time I have dropped 15
pounds and my mom has lost 20. Probably the most egregiously priced may be the multi-
vitamin at $110 that you can probably do without. The right tips and recipes I regretted the
purchase of this book. The right tips and recipes, however the nutritional supplement
recommendations were considerable and price prohibitive. I also went to the doctor's website
the prices were ridiculous. Place me on the B list. and a brilliant shake. No mention of fasting on
tea for . Overall, I spent around $350 for all the supplements.. When I have to lose excess weight,
I typically opt for Atkins, which usually is effective. The article discussed switching up your
proteins, drinking Purely Motivated Organic Greens, and a brilliant shake. No mention of fasting
on tea for 2 days, broth, then add eggs, avocado and nuts each day. You can find shake recipes
that have ingredients you will have to find at a health food store, or better yet you can order
them from the good doctor on his internet site, if they become available. Just A-list celebs are
able this diet. I might try to make some of the recipes. Glad I only paid $14. Expensive diet. I do
not recommend this book. The supplements that are required for this diet are very expensive.



Disappointed Was ready to try out this diet, but at the time of my purchase and likely to his
website non-e of the products that were suggested to use were available and even if they had
been very expensive.3. Worth it! After trying this diet I can honestly state that it can work and
there is real science behind it. I'm also able to say that I do not think it is necessary to purchase
the doctor's supplements (including the super shakes and pictures) although he claims over and
over throughout the reserve that it's key. I read the publication and have a reasonably strong
understanding (at least I believe I really do) of nourishment and products and how different
foods trigger different reactions inside our system.. (No, I am not a spokesperson for Execdrin
but I'd be willing to be now).-Mother, 60 - started at 155 pounds - Does only moderate exercise
and helps to keep a mostly healthy diet.The fasting/detox phase was extremely tough during
Phase 1. Then, I found Dr. I don’t know if it was my body releasing toxins or a lack of potassium
or some other mineral nonetheless it was quite unbearable. Seems hard to stick to pretty much
fasting so of course you’d loose excess weight so disappointing ! I believe we lost around 5-7
pounds during this phase. By the end of Week 2, Stage 2 we were down 10 pounds. Phase 2 was
not difficult to check out the hardest times were during weddings or family parties that popped
up but I was generally able to discover foods that I was allowed in this stage. We continued to
lose about 2-3 per week in Phase 2. We have been still mostly following the guidelines of Phase
2 even though we are in Week 6 because I found it very easy and am continuing to lose weight.
If you are a coffee drinker as I am, consider finding the right “pick me up” natural teas. I have had
a very positive knowledge with the guidelines that Dr. Pescatore provides set out but my reason
behind giving the book 4 stars instead of 5 is that in my experience I skipped his pricey
supplements and was still successful in losing the weight. I told myself that I would forgo the
shakes and health supplements when I started and if I was not slimming down i quickly would
drop the hundreds of dollars. Other than that, I stuck to the plan, cooked with Macadamia Nut
oil and, after 11 times, I’m down 14 pounds. Here's what I did take and am still acquiring:-Multi
Vitamin-Milk Thistle (just until the end of Week 4)-Green Tea Extract-Probiotic-Fish oil-Vitamin
DYou need not perform what I did so but good luck! Scientific I like the science behind this diet
and I am slimming down. The supplements certainly are a LOT.. What a joke. Complicated and
hard to follow.. The diet begins the initial week with just don't eat for a couple of days then
simply eat some broth.I ordered Nutricost BCAA powder ($20. Considered returning but too
much hassle. I tried self-massage and heating pads however the pain was in way too many
areas. Yes, the products are expensive but I believed that if I was going to really try out this out, I
needed to stick to it as purely as you possibly can so that any failure would be the good doctor’s
rather than mine. I was so frustrated, I didn’t know very well what to do. As well weird for me
personally to consider as well as recommend this doctor's books and sights on health. I assume
I'm not A-List material Of course the title intrigued me. I loved the science of the program. I didnt
just like the sales pitch of health supplements and mixes. I trust some other visitors, that A-List
also means having the financial ability to follow the program as it's written. But, I had committed.
Well, maybe someday, but not immediately. For the time being I will try to apply a few of the
research Ive encountered and hope for the best. I liked that, in contrast to some diet books I
liked that, unlike some diet plan books, this publication provided the technology behind why the
system worked. I don't like fad diets and I don't like diets that seem to just be a go in the dark.
The A list diet Lost 10lbs in seven days wonderful First times were hard but theother time were
OK I tried a few times and it's function every time I only did the seven days Sometimes, however,
the book was too science heavy. I truly wanted to give the diet plan a whirl, but acquired trouble
getting on board challenging supplements required to in fact commit to the dietary plan in full.



In considering the diet, I researched what it could price to try the protein boosts, and it was
going to need a $60 investment in supplements merely to buy the smallest amounts to provide
it a go. That seemed like a lot.5 lbs. I’m not really a fan of the gelatinous consistency so I didn’t
repeat the broth through the rest of phase 1. Plan your Detox to begin during a 2-3 day period
when you can lay low as you'll likely be exhausted. In addition I wasn't totally more comfortable
with consuming so many supplements rather than getting my nutrition through whole foods. A
confident start! It isn't that I've give up the plan, rather I'm leaving the review after getting one
week in. If the plan was followed to a T, I'm sure that there will be more significant outcomes.
Although I have already considered myself to end up being above typical intelligence (I've 2 Ivy
Little league degrees), I felt totally confused at the ingredients and measurements of the
different potions.. Spare me. Really perplexing and technical and I've a degree! It really is tough
but I think that this stage is necessary to jump start your metabolism and get ready for the
forthcoming weeks. GOOD INFORMATION ! LOVE INFORMATIVE Great BOOKS !! This
includes a 3 day (not really 2 day time as others claim) complete liquid detox (day 3 is broth, that
i don’t count as meals). I listened to the CD's. Pescatore himself may be the reader. He teaches
many new findings on weight loss and rejects old ideas--actually some he once kept himself. I
acquired 2 at noon and then was shocked that I wasn’t hungry the rest of the day so I simply
kept drinking my drinking water and tea. Three Stars I found it too complicated. I knew after the
first handful of chapters I got wasted my cash. I coached my mom on the diet and we tried it
together.. Particularly, I ordered the following:• DetoxLogic• MetaMulti Advanced• Robuvit• Burn
LogicTotal Price - $264. So hearing the science that supports the recommendation was great.
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